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Abstract 
 
 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a technique consisting of the 
application of a small perturbing current or voltage to an electrochemical system and 
measuring the response of the system. The response of the system can be described 
through the notion of impedance, Z, which is defined as the transfer function between the 
voltage and the current signal. By describing the impedance, one can gain insight into the 
interpretation of EIS experiments for the measurement of fundamental physical properties 
(eg diffusion coefficients). 
 
The impedance responses of electrochemical systems have been described in the 
past as an arrangement of ideal equivalent-circuit elements. Simple lumped-parameter 
circuits and more complex finite-transmission-line circuits have been used in the past, but 
the disadvantage of this approach is the difficulty in interpreting the equivalent-circuit 
parameters in terms of fundamental properties. It is then interesting to determine 
impedance by describing mathematically the fundamental physical processes that govern 
the response of the system. 
 
By describing and predicting analytically the impedance response induced by the 
perturbing current signal, one can: (i) gain considerable insight into the electrochemical 
process of interest, (ii) make explicit use of the modeling approach to address operational 
issues such as process design optimization, monitoring, diagnostics and control, and (iii) 
offer an interpretation to carefully designed EIS experiments for the measurement of 
fundamental physical properties such as diffusion coefficients or surface of active 
catalyst. 
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Part 1: Motivations - Experimental considerations and 
observations 
 
 
 
1.1. Experimental Findings - Motivations 
 
 
A first set of experiments (Table 1) has been carried out to investigate the 
behavior of the system for different ( )acdc Ii , . From these, general observations have been 
drawn leading up to further investigations about particular points: 
 
- Low frequency behavior 
- Meaning of the right intercept 
- Reproducibility of experiments 
- Investigate a wilder range of dci  
- Second capacitive loop observed 
 
These further investigations have required more experiments which are briefly 
presented below (Table 2). These two sets of experiments have been carried out on the 
same membrane. A third and final set has been carried out on a new membrane (Table 3), 
at 80 Celsius degree while the first two ones have been done at 75 Celsius; the purpose of 
this last set was to reproduce and compare with data from General Motors[1] and then to 
use the analytical model developed in this work on to determine key properties of the 
membrane.   
 
Two characteristics have been plotted: one for the two first sets of experiments at 
75 Celsius degree; this one has been obtained by sweeping the current density from 0 to 9 
A. The second one has been obtained at 80 Celsius Degree and covers only low current 
density (from 0 to 1.5 A). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] R. Makharia, M. F. Mathias, D. R. Baker, J. Iaculli, M. W. Murphy, “Electrolyte resistance 
measurement in the catalyst layer of polymer electrolyte fuel cell using electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy”, General Motors – Fuel Cell Activities. 
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 0.1 A 0.3 A 0.5 A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4.5 A 
1% X  X X X X X 
5% X X  X X X  
10% X X X X X X X 
20% X X X X X X  
30% X X X X X X  
40%   X     
50% X X X X X X X 
60%   X     
70% X X X X X X  
80%   X     
90% X X X X X X  
100%   X     
Table 1: First set of experiments – Temperature = 75 Celsius degree 
 
 
 0.01 A 0.03 A 0.05 A 0.3A 3A 4.5A 6 A 7 A 8 A 9 A 
1%       X X X X 
5%          X 
10%  X X    X X X X 
20% X X X X X X X X X X 
30% X X X  X  X X   
50% X X X    X    
70%   X        
90% X          
Table 2: Second set of experiments – Temperature = 75 Celsius degree 
 
 
 0.15 A 0.25 A 0.375 A 0.5A 0.75A 1A 
0.1A X X X X X X 
Corresponding % 67% 40% 27% 20% 13% 10% 
Table 3: Third set of experiments – Temperature = 80 Celsius degree 
 
 
 
For each experiment, four graphs have been plotted 
 
Z-Plot 
Bode’s Diagrams 
Gain vs omega 
Phase vs omega 
I vs omega 
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1.2. Operational conditions 
 
 
The main concern was to ensure no depletion of reactant through both electrodes. 
This objective seems to have been attained since no depletion region – that is no 
significant drop at high current densities - appears on the characteristic: 
 
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I (A)
E 
(V
)
 
Figure 1: Characteristic at 75C 
 
 
 
Cell 
 Surface = 5 cm2 
 Temperature = 75 C 
 
 
Anode 
Anode Fuel minimum flow (l/min) = 0.2 
Pressure = 2 atmosphere absolute 
Humidity of 100% 
 
 
Cathode 
Cathode Fuel minimum flow (l/min) = 0.4 
Pressure = 2 atmosphere absolute 
Humidity of 100% 
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1.3. Z-Plot graph and its importance 
 
 
The following graph captures the behavior of the impedance on the complex 
plane: ( ) ( )ZvsZ ReIm− . A typical graph is given just below: 
 
-0.01
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18
Re (Ohm)
-Im
 (O
hm
)
 
Figure 2: Z-Plot graph. Working point = (0.3A; 0.816V). Perturbation amplitude sets at 20% of 0.3A. 
Temperature = 75 C. 
 
That is schematically: 
 
 
  
 
? 
-Im(Z) 
Re(Z) 
1 
2 
3 
4 5
∞→ω  
1,000 Hz 100 Hz 
10 Hz 
1 Hz 
45o 
Figure 3: Schematic representation of a basic Z-Plot 
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The branch “3” - the full line - represents schematically what is really observed 
experimentally; it results from the superposition of two impedances: one due to the 
system {anode – membrane – cathode} (branch “1”) and one another – basically purely 
inductive – due to wires of the external circuit (branch “2”). If any inductive effect due to 
wires were not present, then the impedance graph would intercept the real axis only at 
∞=ω (For recall,ω  is proportional to the frequency f and is defined by : f×= πω 2 ). 
 
The left intercept (Point 4) of the impedance on the real axis is the high frequency 
resistance and accounts for contacts and membrane phase resistance. As indicated before, 
the point 4 (about Ωm14  for the figure 4 next page, that is 2.70 cmmΩ ) results from the 
intersection between the 45o region ( γωω j
rZ m∞≈ ) and the real axis. Concerning the low 
frequency intercept (Point 5) on real impedance axis, it must equal the slope of the DC 
polarization curve at the corresponding current density. Nevertheless one has to be 
careful on the meaning of the “corresponding current density”. To illustrate this last 
point, one can consider the following example: 
 
Working point:     Aidc 3.0=  
Amplitude of the perturbation:  AI ac 06.0=  (or %20  of dci ) 
 
Assuming the “general” form for the current density through the membrane phase (the 
basis for such a form will be seen later): 
 ( ) ( )[ ]txitxi mm ,,Re,, ωω =  (1.3.1) 
With, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )


==′′==′
′′+′=
+=+= −
000
,,,,
ωω
ωω ω
kk
kjkk
exIxitxixitxi kxtjacm
dc
m
ac
m
dc
mm
 (1.3.2) 
 
For  
( )
( )


===
===
AIlxI
Ailxi
acac
dcdc
06.0
3.0
 ,  and 0=ω , 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
acdc
ac
m
dc
mm
Ii
tlxilxitlxi
+=
==+==== ,0,,0, ωω
 (1.3.3) 
That is ( ) ( )[ ] acdcmm Iitlitli +== ,0,Re,0,  (1.3.4) 
 
Then the low frequency intercept on real impedance axis should equal the slope of the 
DC polarization curve at Ai 36.0= . 
- 13 - 
From the characteristic (Figure 1), the following values have been obtained: 
 ( ) Ω≈== 15.030.0 AiiR dcDC  
 ( ) Ω≈=+= 13.036.0 AIiiR acdcDC  
 
-0.02
-0.01
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18
Re (Ohm)
-Im
 (O
hm
)
 
Figure 4: Z-Plot graph. Working point = (0.3A; 0.816V). Perturbation amplitude sets at 20% of 0.3A. 
Temperature = 75 C. Right and left intercepts. 
 
 
Finally, an inductive loop is observed at low frequency. This phenomenon has 
been related by Antoine et al. to the relaxation of intermediate species in an 
electrochemical-chemical-electrochemical (ECE) ORR mechanism. One may also find 
some good and interesting interpretations of this phenomenon in the field of EIS applied 
to corrosion systems [2] . 
 
Another observation made during these experiments is that the impedance graph 
obtained depends on the amplitude of the perturbation. For instance, considering the 
working point Aidc 5.0= , one will not get the same result between dcac iI ×= 2.0  and 
dcac iI ×= 7.0 , at least for the right part of the impedance graph. In order to illustrate this, 
several perturbing-amplitudes at Aidc 5.0=  have been plotted (figure 5) next page for 
comparison.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
[2] Y. Bultel, L. Genies, O. Antoine, P. Ozil, R. Durand, “Modeling impedance diagrams of active layers in 
gas diffusion electrodes: diffusion, ohmic drop effects and multistep reactions”, Journal of 
Electroanalytical Chemistry 527 (2002) 143-155 
∞→ω  
1,000 Hz 100 Hz 
10 Hz
1 Hz 
45o 
Ω15.0
 
Ω13.0Ω014.0  
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Figure 5: Z-Plot graph. Working point = (0.5A; 0.779V) or (0.1A/cm2; 0.779V). Perturbation amplitude 
sets successively at 20%, 50%, 70% and 80% of 0.5A. Temperature = 75 C. Frequency range: 1.5 kHz to 
70 mHz 
 
 
As the perturbing amplitude is increased, the total current density at low 
frequency increased and so, from the characteristic, the resistance should decrease around 
0=ω  : this is a priori not the case since the resistance around 0=ω  seems to increase. 
So the main factor that can explain this behavior is the amplitude of the perturbing signal, 
acI  in our case. In addition, the reverse phenomenon occurs at higher current density 
(Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Z-Plot graph. Working point = (7A; 0.39V). Perturbation amplitude sets successively at 1%, 
10%, 20% and 30% of 7A. Temperature = 75 C. Frequency range: 7 kHz to 0.1 Hz 
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1.4. Bode Diagrams 
 
1.4.1. Gain versus omega 
 
This graph involves plotting the decimal logarithm of the complex-impedance’s 
amplitude ( )ωZ , multiplied by 20 , with respect to the pulsation omega: 
 ( ) ( )( )ωω ZLogG 1020×=  (1.4.1) 
With 
( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( )[ ]( )22 ImRe ωωω ZZZ +=  (1.4.2) 
 
The pulsation ω  has the units of 1. −srad  while the gain ( )ωG  has those of dB . 
 
An example is given just below: 
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Figure 7: Gain versus omega. Working point = (1A; 0.75V) or (0.2A/cm2; 0.75V). Perturbation amplitude 
at 20% of 1A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 10 kHz to 10 mHz 
 
 
1.4.2. Phase versus omega 
 
Here the argument of the complex impedance ( )[ ]ωZArg  is plotted with respect 
to omega: 
 
( )[ ] ( )[ ]( )[ ]

= ω
ωω
Z
ZArcZArg
Re
Imtan  (1.4.3) 
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The argument is expressed in Degree . A negative argument accounts for a delay while a 
positive one accounts for an advance. In other words, a negative argument means that the 
system answers to the perturbation with a certain delay; a positive one means that the 
answer of the system is in advance on the perturbation. This last case in encountered in 
electro kinetics with coil for instance. Indeed, a current of electrons flowing in a coil 
induces an electromagnetic field which induces in return a second current density 
opposed to the causes that produces it.  
 
In addition, the inductive loop has appeared to be hardly reproducible: for the same 
working point, in the same operational conditions, sometimes the inductive loop does 
appear and sometimes does not. 
 
 
A typical graph is given below: 
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Figure 8: Phase versus omega. Working point = (1A; 0.75V) or (0.2A/cm2; 0.75V). Perturbation amplitude 
at 20% of 1A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 10 kHz to 10 mHz 
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1.5. I versus omega 
 
 
The total current density is plotted with respect to the pulsation ω . As for the 
Bode diagrams, a logarithmic scale is taken for the pulsation. In this graph three distinct 
regions are typically identified: 
 
(i) At high frequency, the system does not respond to the perturbation so that the total 
current density through the system remains equal to the dc part. In other words, 
the system behaves like if no perturbation was applied. 
 
(ii) At low frequency, the system does respond to the perturbation. Nevertheless, it 
seems that the amplitude of the response is greater than the amplitude of the 
perturbation. For instance, below is presented a graph obtained under the 
conditions: 
 
Working Point  : ( )VuAi dcdc 75.0;1 ==  
Perturbation  : dcac iI ×= 2.0  
 
The amplitude of the perturbation was set to %20  of  dci  so that a priori one 
should have obtained oscillations around dci with a magnitude of A2.0  while 
experimentally it has been observed A3.0 . An explanation could come from the 
instrumentation used itself: maybe the perturbing-amplitude is not set properly by 
the instrumentation. This is the simplest explanation but of course it does not 
mean that there is no other explanation. 
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Figure 9: I versus omega. Working point = (1A; 0.75V) or (0.2A/cm2; 0.75V). Perturbation 
amplitude at 20% of 1A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 10 kHz to 10 mHz 
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It is also remarkable how the response of the system is modulated by an 
exponential factor. This suggest that the current density through the membrane 
phase should be proportional to ( )lke ω′′ , where l is a distance and ( )ωk ′′  a 
coefficient, function of the pulsation ω , such as ( ) −∞ →′′ ∞→ωωk  and ( ) 00 ==′′ ωk . This exponential term accounts for an absorption or an 
amplification of the perturbation amplitude depending on the sign of ( )ωk ′′ . 
 
(iii) An intermediate region is observed between the low and high frequency regions. 
Mostly of the capacitive loop observed on the graph impedance occurs in this 
region. 
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Figure 10: Intermediate region. Working point = (1A; 0.75V) or (0.2A/cm2; 0.75V). Perturbation 
amplitude at 20% of 1A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 10 kHz to 10 mHz 
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1.6. Some experimental observations 
 
1.6.1. Second capacitive loop 
 
For the experimental condition chosen, a second loop has been observed 
sometimes. Below please find a representative example: 
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Figure 11: Z-Plot. Working point = (3A; 0.65V) or (0.6A/cm2; 0.65V). Perturbation amplitude at 20% of 
3A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 4 kHz to 7 mHz 
 
 
 
 
1.6.2. Inductive loop - Low frequency behavior 
 
In this subsection three experiments are presented illustrating the inductive loop 
for different current densities. From the characteristic (Figure 1), DC intersections for 
0=ω  at acdc Iii +=  have been placed. 
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Figure 12: Z-Plot. Working point = (0.3A; 0.82V) or (0.06A/cm2; 0.82V). Perturbation amplitude at 20% 
of 0.3A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 2 kHz to 5 mHz 
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Figure 13: Z-Plot. Working point = (4.5A; 0.5V) or (0.9A/cm2; 0.5V). Perturbation amplitude at 20% of 
4.5A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 5 kHz to 4 mHz 
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Figure 14: Z-Plot. Working point = (6A; 0.41V) or (1.2A/cm2; 0.41V). Perturbation amplitude at 20% of 
6A. Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 4 kHz to 3 mHz 
Ω049.0
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1.7. Reproducibility – Third set of experiments 
 
 
In this part, experiments carried out by General Motors[1]  are briefly presented. These 
experiments have then been reproduced two times to first estimate the reproducibility and 
then to point out the importance of the perturbation’s amplitude chosen.  
 
 0.15 A 
0.03 A/cm2 
0.25 A 
0.05 A/cm2
0.375 A 
0.075A/cm2
0.5A 
0.1 A/cm2 
0.75A 
0.15 A/cm2 
1A 
0.2 A/cm2 
AC-Amplitude 0.1A   or  0.02A/cm2 
Corresponding 
AC-Amplitude % 67% 40% 27% 20% 13% 10% 
Corresponding 
DC-Resistance ( )acdcdc IiR + (Ω ) 0.13 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.055 
 ( 2.cmΩ ) 0.65 0.35 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.275 
Corresponding 
DC-Resistance ( )dcdc iR (Ω ) 0.17 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.055 
( 2.cmΩ ) 0.85 0.65 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.275 
Table 4: Third set of experiments – DC-Resistances – Temperature = 80 Celsius degree - Nafion 112 CCM 
(5 cm2) 
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Figure 15: Characteristic at 80 Celsius degree - Nafion 112 CCM (5 cm2) 
 
The DC-Resistances presented above have been estimated from the characteristic 
presented on this page (Figure 15). 
 
[1] R. Makharia, M. F. Mathias, D. R. Baker, J. Iaculli, M. W. Murphy, “Electrolyte resistance 
measurement in the catalyst layer of polymer electrolyte fuel cell using electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy”, General Motors – Fuel Cell Activities. 
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1.7.1.  Presentation of the experiments carried out by General Motors 
 
 
Figure 16: Complex plane impedance plots for H2/O2 operation at constant current density (A/cm2). 
Nafion 112 CCM (5 cm2) with anode/cathode loading of 0.4/0.4 mgPt and N/C weight ratio of 
approximately 0.8; frequency range of 100 kHz – 0.01 Hz; peak-to-peak pertu 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Characteristic at 80C. Nafion 112 CCM (5 cm2) with anode/cathode loading of 0.4/0.4 mgPt 
and N/C weight ratio of approximately 0.8 
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1.7.2. Presentation of the two reproductions 
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Figure 18: First set. Complex plane impedance plots for H2/O2 operation at constant current density 
(A/cm2). Nafion 112 CCM (5 cm2) with anode/cathode loading of 0.4/0.4 mgPt and N/C weight ratio of 
approximately 0.8; frequency range of 10kHz – 0.05 Hz; peak-to-peak perturbation of 2/02.0 cmA±  
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Figure 19: Second set. Complex plane impedance plots for H2/O2 operation at constant current density 
(A/cm2). Nafion 112 CCM (5 cm2) with anode/cathode loading of 0.4/0.4 mgPt and N/C weight ratio of 
approximately 0.8; frequency range of 5kHz – 0.05 Hz; peak-to-peak perturbation of 2/02.0 cmA±  
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1.7.3. Reproducibility 
 
1.7.3.1. Comparison between the first and the second sets of experiments 
 
Just to give a rough “idea” of the difference between the two sets, right 
intersections are compared. 
 
 0.15A 0.25A 0.375A 0.5A 0.75A 1A 
1st Set (Ω ) 0.311 0.172 0.127 0.105 0.083 0.072 
2nd Set (Ω ) 0.308 0.182 0.129 0.107 0.086 0.075 
Relative differnce (%) 1 5.5 1.6 1.9 3.5 4 
Average 0.31 0.177 0.128 0.106 0.085 0.074 
Table 5: Comparison of the right intercept between the first and the second sets 
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Figure 20: Z-Plot. Working point = (0.15A; 0.792V) or (0.03A/cm2; 0.792V). Temperature=80 C. 
Frequency range of 10kHz – 0.01Hz for the first set, 5kHz – 0.05 Hz for the second one; peak-to-peak 
perturbation of 2/02.0 cmA±  
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Figure 21: Z-Plot. Working point = (0.25A; 0.778V) or (0.05A/cm2; 0.778V). Temperature=80 C. 
Frequency range of 10kHz – 0.05Hz for the first set, 5kHz – 0.05 Hz for the second one; peak-to-peak 
perturbation of 2/02.0 cmA±  
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Figure 22: Z-Plot. Working point = (0.375A; 0.767V) or (0.075A/cm2; 0.767V). Temperature=80 C. 
Frequency range of 10kHz – 0.05Hz for the first set, 5kHz – 0.05 Hz for the second one; peak-to-peak 
perturbation of 2/02.0 cmA±  
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Figure 23: Z-Plot. Working point = (0.5A; 0.757V) or (0.1A/cm2; 0.757V). Temperature=80 C. Frequency 
range of 10kHz – 0.05Hz for the first set, 5kHz – 0.05 Hz for the second one; peak-to-peak perturbation 
of 2/02.0 cmA±  
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Figure 24: Z-Plot. Working point = (0.75A; 0.74V) or (0.15A/cm2; 0.74V). Temperature=80 C. Frequency 
range of 10kHz – 0.05Hz for the first set, 5kHz – 0.05 Hz for the second one; peak-to-peak perturbation of 
2/02.0 cmA±  
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Figure 25: Z-Plot. Working point = (1A; 0.726V) or (0.2A/cm2; 0.726V). Temperature=80 C. Frequency 
range of 10kHz – 0.05Hz for the first set, 5kHz – 0.02 Hz for the second one; peak-to-peak perturbation of 
2/02.0 cmA±  
 
 
 
1.7.3.2. Comparison between the two sets of experiments and the GM’s 
experiments 
 
 0.15A 0.25A 0.375A 0.5A 0.75A 1A 
Average of the two sets 0.31 0.177 0.128 0.106 0.085 0.074 
GM’s experiments 0.32 0.22 0.145 0.118 0.082 0.065 
Relative difference (%) 3.1 19.5 11.7 10.2 3.5 12.2 
Table 6: Comparison of the right intercept between the two sets and GM’s one 
 
The average of relative differences on the two preceding sets is about 3% while here it is 
about 10%. 
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1.7.4. Perturbation’s amplitude choice 
 
In the present subsection two Z-Plot are compared and carried out at ( )VAidc 8.0;15.0=  - that is ( )VcmAidc 8.0;/03.0 2=  - with two different AC-
amplitudes: 20% and 66.67% of dci . The second choice (66.67%) corresponds to a peak-
to-peak perturbation of 0.02 A/cm2. 
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Figure 26: Z-Plot. Working point = (0.15A; 0.8V) or (0.03A/cm2; 0.8V). Perturbation amplitude sets 
successively at 20% and 66.7% (ie 0.02A/cm2) of 0.15A. Temperature=80 C. Frequency range for AC of 
20%: 10 kHz to 10 mHz. Frequency range for AC of 20%: 5 kHz to 50 mHz 
 
 
General Motor[1] has carried out six experiments for different constant current densities 
dci  and different AC-amplitude percentage acI . Then these experiments have been 
compared: is it relevant to compare them for different acI ? Should it not be more relevant 
to compare different dci  for the same AC-amplitude percentage acI ? 
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1.8. Conclusion – Discussion 
 
 
1.8.1. Operational conditions 
 
It has been observed experimentally that for low current densities, the AC-
Amplitude should not exceed 20%-30% of dci . At high current densities, this limit-value 
lowers. A more systematic study should be carried out. In order to illustrate what happens 
at low current density, the following graph compares the impedance responses at 
Aidc 3.0=  for different AC-Amplitude acI . 
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Figure 27: Z-Plot comparison. Working point = (0.3A; 0.814V) or (0.06A/cm2; 0.814V). Perturbation 
amplitude sets successively at 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 50%  and 70% (ie 0.02A/cm2) of 0.3A. 
Temperature=75 C. Frequency range: 1.5kHz to 100 mHz. 
 
 
1.8.2. Current density through the membrane phase 
 
Considering one electrode, the total current density is the sum of two components 
that will be assumed independent, a dc component and an ac one: 
 
acdc
m iii +=  (1.8.1) 
 
Or using the complex notation 
 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

+=
=
txixitxi
ii
acdc
m
mm
,,,,
Re
ωω  (1.8.2) 
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About the complex ac part, as previously seen, it has to be proportional to a real 
exponential factor to account for the perturbing signal absorption through the media. As 
for all oscillatory phenomena through media, the perturbing signal is also affected by 
dispersion effects. Both absorption and dispersion effects can be taken into account by 
jke− , where k  is a priori complex and so can be expressed by: 
 
kjkk ′′+′=  (1.8.3) 
 
 Of course, aci is also proportional to acI , the amplitude of the perturbing signal, and to 
tje ω , so that finally: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )xktjacac exItxi ωωω −=,,  (1.8.4) 
 
Making use of (1.3) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )xktjxkacac eexItxi ωωωω ′−′′=,,  (1.8.5) 
 
Then taking the real part 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )xktexItxitxi xkacacac ωωωω ω ′−== ′′ cos,,Re,,  (1.8.6) 
 
 
Empirically, ( )ωk ′′  can be determined by regression on the envelope of aci . 
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Part 2: Modeling of the impedance response 
 
 
 
In the present Section, the problem under consideration will be first formulated. Then 
general governing equations will be established for both electrodes and the membrane 
sandwiched between them. These general governing equations do not admit an exact 
analytical solution, and therefore, one needs to resort to either numerical schemes or 
meaningful approximations. A simple analytical model (4-parameters) is derived 
assuming small over-potential (or low current density) and no absorption/dispersion 
phenomena of the perturbing AC-signal. 
 
A transmission line analogy is also proposed. 
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2.1. System description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are concerned with the system {anode - membrane - cathode} 
 
Both electrodes are considered to be made up of two phases: 
 
-  A membrane phase that conducts protons  
-  A carbon phase that conducts electrons generated by the dissociation of 
hydrogen on Pt 
 
It is assumed that both phases have their own potential that governs the motion of 
charged particles. The difference between these potentials drives the electrochemical 
reaction. 
 
ma llx += cma lllx ++=
Membrane phase, φm
0=x alx =
Membrane phase, φm 
Electronic phase, φn 
ra(ηa, NH2) 
Membrane phase, φm
Electronic phase, φn 
rc(ηc, NO2)
Anode Cathode Membrane
membrane anode 
x
cathode
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Experiments description 
 
At 0=t  a sinusoidal signal of pulsation ω  is applied to the system from high 
pulsations to low pulsations. Experimentally, the sweep is not continuous: at a given time 
t, a pulsation ω  is set and the computer records the system’s response when steady-state 
response is reached. Then at tt δ+  a new pulsation δωω +  is set and the new system’s 
response is recorded when steady state is reached. 
 
 
 
2.2. Governing equations for the anode 
 
2.2.1. Proton mass balance 
 
First, we establish  a set of governing equations for the anode 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
membrane cathode anode 
x
Membrane phase, φm
dx 
x x+dx 
Electronic phase, φn 
NH+,x NH+,x+dx 
Ne-,x+dx Ne-,x 
NH2,x NH2,x+dx ra(ηa, NH2)
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Considering an elementary layer of the anode of a thickness dx and a capacitance per unit 
of volume C (F/m3), a proton balance on the membrane phase yields: 
 
dxxH
a
dldlHPtxH FSNSdxt
CSdxrFFSN ++++ =∂
∂++ ,,
ηγγ  (2.2.1) 
 
Where  
xHFSN ,+   is the current density at  x 
dxxHFSN ++ ,    is the current density of protons at  x + dx 
SdxrF HPt +γ    is the current density coming from the catalytic reaction 
Sdx
t
C adldl ∂
∂ηγ  is the current density coming from the capacitance of the 
double layer 
 
 
Equation (2.1) can be rewritten: 
 



∂
∂+=∂
∂
+
+
t
CFr
x
FN a
dldlHPt
H ηγγ  (2.2.2) 
 
Where +Hr  is a rate of production. 
 
 
 
Comment 2.1 
dlγ  represents the surface of electronic phase (active Pt and carbon) per unit of 
volume of electrode involved in double layer effect. Then, the volumic capacitance, 
C, is linked to the double layer capacitance dlC  by: dldlCC γ=  
 
Comment 2.2 
Precisely, the carbon phase is made up of electronically conducting carbon threads 
and of catalyst particles of platinum. In equation (2.2), aη , the anodic surface over 
potential, is defined by aam
a
na U 0−−= ϕϕη  and quantifies the degree to which the 
interface is removed from equilibrium. Considering the carbon phase to be 
equipotential, one can write: 
xx
a
ma
∂
∂−=∂
∂ ϕη
 (2.2.3) 
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2.2.2. Expression of the rate of the hydrogen oxidation reaction 
 
The rate of the hydrogen oxidation reaction can be represented by the Butler-Volmer 
equation[5] : 
( ))sinh(2 aaa
o
a
a bpF
ir η=  (2.2.4) 
 
Hydrogen is decomposed (at the rate ar ) into protons and electrons at the anode 
according to: 
−+ +→ eHH 222  
 
So that the rate of production of protons is given by: 
 
2
+
+
+ == H
H
H
a
rr
r ν  (2.2.5) 
 
 
2.2.3. Transport of protons in the membrane phase 
 
The generalized Ohm’s law (from the Maxwell’s equations) can be used to describe 
transport of protons in the membrane phase 
 




∂
∂−



∂
∂−= ++
t
FN
x
FN H
m
a
m
m
H λϕσ  (2.2.6) 
 
Using (3) yields: 




∂
∂−


∂
∂= ++
t
FN
x
FN H
m
a
m
H λησ  (2.2.7) 
 
 
 
 
2.2.4. Pressure of reactant through the anode 
 
Another equation is needed to describe the behavior of the normalized pressure of 
hydrogen ap  through the electrode. This behavior is described by the Stefan-Maxwell 
equation. 
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Using a simplified expression of the Stefan-Maxwell equation ( 0
2
== COOH NN  and 
aCOHOHH DDD == 222 ), one gets: 
 
( )
22
2
HH
a
T
Ha NpP
x
p
RT
PD −−=



∂
∂
 (2.2.8) 
 
That is, divided both sides by the pressure of hydrogen at the entrance of the anode, 0
2H
p , 
to obtain the normalized pressure of hydrogen ap : 
 
2
2
0 Ha
H
a
Taa Np
p
P
x
p
RT
PD



 −−=
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
∂
∂
 (2.2.9) 
 
One can show by writing a mass balance that 
 
2
0
22
+−= HHH
N
NN  (2.2.10) 
 
 
 
 
Using the generalized Ohm’s Law one obtains 
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At alx = , the flux of hydrogen crossing the interface {anode - membrane} is zero and the 
flux of protons is proportional to the current density acdc iii += ; in the last expression, 
dci  represents the direct current contribution and aci  the contribution of the perturbing 
input signal. ( ) itlxFN aH ==+ ,  (2.2.12) 
 
Then, from equation (2.12) 
( )
F
iNtlN HaH 2
0, 0
22
−==  (2.2.13) 
 
So that (13) becomes 
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Finally, 
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A set of governing equations for the anode has then been established: 
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2.2.5. Governing equation through the anode 
 
In order to simplify the pertinent notation, ( )txim ,  will now be denoted by ( )txFN H ,+  so 
that the last system of equations can be rewritten as 
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The above system of differential equations should be solved considering the following 
steady-state boundary conditions: 
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The first one indicates that there is no flux of protons at the beginning of the anode. The 
second one says that the total flux of protons at the end of the anode is proportional to the 
current density in the external circuit. The third one results from the definition of the 
normalized pressure of hydrogen in the anode. 
 
 
Comment 2.3: relation between mi  and i  
Recall that i  represents the total current density through the system at a time t  
and is experimentally given/determined; mi  represents the equivalent current 
density due to the motion of protons through the membrane phase, at a given 
point x , for a given time t . The relation between these two quantities is: 
 ( ) ( ) acdcam iititli +==,  (2.2.16) 
 
This relation suggests that the flux of protons at the end of the anode is barely 
equal to the current density flowing through the system: there is conservation of 
charge. It will be used as a boundary condition. 
 
 
 
2.2.6. DC-Problem 
 
When no perturbation is applied to the system, that is in dc-conditions, ( )totalΣ  becomes: 
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The above system of differential equations should be solved considering the following 
steady state boundary conditions: 
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Comment 2.4: Dimensionless form 
 
For convenience, one can rewrite this set of equations in a dimensionless form, 
where some characteristic quantities naturally emerge: 
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Where, 
 
 
0
2H
a
T
p
P=β  
al
x=θ  
a
dc
adc
a b
ηφ =   is the dimensionless anodic overpotential 
( ) ( )( )adcm
dc
mdc
m li
xixI =  is the dimensionless current density 
a
ma
M l
b
i
σ=  characterizes the proton conductivity 
 
a
a
a
Ta
D RTl
DFPi 2=      characterizes the hydrogen diffusion 
 
o
aPta
a
K ili γ4=        characterizes the reaction rate under open circuit conditions 
 
dci   represents the flux of protons at the end of the anode when no 
perturbing signal is apply to the system {anode-membrane-
cathode} 
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The steady-state boundary conditions become: 
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The system ( )dctotalΣ  does not admit an obvious exact analytical solution, but one 
could propose physically meaningful approximation schemes through which the 
behavior of the system can be adequately characterized in certain regions of the 
operating regime. The above solution strategy is based on the small over-potential 
hypothesis with no depletion of reactant, which has been extensively used in the 
pertinent body of literature..  
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2.2.7. Approximation of small over-potential 
 
2.2.7.1. Linearization of the governing equations 
 
In order to obtain an analytical solution for ( )totalΣ , small over potentials are assumed 
with no depletion of reactant. In this case, the third equation vanishes ( )1=ap  and the 
hyperbolic term can be linearized so that the governing equations become: 
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The system can be rewritten as follow 
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For the above system to be fully integrated, two boundary conditions and two initial 
conditions are needed 
 
Two boundary conditions ( )
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Nevertheless, as seen previously, we are not concerned with transient responses but only 
with steady state responses, so that the two initial conditions are not needed to solve the 
stationary problem. 
 
2.2.7.2. DC-Impedance 
 
One can define the impedance as  
( ) ( )( )txi
tx
txZ
m
a
a ,
,
,
η=  (2.2.17) 
 
Differentiating with respect to x  yields 
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Making use of ( )Σ  
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Using the definition of the impedance, the above expression can be rearranged as 
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Taking the logarithmic derivative of the impedance with respect to time yields: 
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Replacing (2.21) into (2.20) finally gives 
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When no perturbation is applied, 0=∂
∂
t
 and the last equation reduces to 
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(2.23) becomes: 
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From the above equation one readily obtains 
 


= λ
xZZ ca coth  (2.2.27) 
 
 
 
 
2.2.7.3. AC-Impedance 
 
Another special case is when one considers sinusoidal signals. Then, the complex 
impedance is equal to: 
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Assuming a shape for ac
a
η  and acai , one can replace the operator t∂
∂   by ωj  so that 
(2.2.19) becomes: 
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Similarly to the previous case, one obtains after integration 
 


= λ
xZZ ca coth  (2.2.31) 
 
This result is the one obtained by Eikerling[4] and the one also used in the paper of GM[1] 
with 0=mλ . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 [4] M. Eikerling, A.A. Kornyshev, “Electrochemical impedance of the cathode catalyst layer in polymer 
electrolyte fuel cells”, Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry 475 (1999) 107-123. 
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2.2.7.4. Telegraph’s equation 
 ( ) 1=Σ ptotal  can be rewritten as a set of two independent partial differential equations. 
Indeed, differentiating the first equation with respect to x  yields 
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Differentiating the second equation with respect to t  yields 
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Then combining (2.32), (2.33) and the second equation of  ( ) 1=Σ ptotal  yields 
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That is, 
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2
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m
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Similarly, one could get the same equation with the over-potential aη . This equation is 
known as the Telegraph equation. 
 
 
 
2.2.7.5. Transmission line analogy 
 
The system considered previously is equivalent to the following bifilar line 
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Writing Ohm’s law yields 
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Writing Kirchoff’s law yields 
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We finally obtain the following system 
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This yields the Telegraph’s equation  
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2.2.7.6. Theorem of superposition 
 
To be more accurate, the system considered here can be represented by the 
following bifilar line where two sources of current appear 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first source is related to the “dc-production” of protons when no perturbation is 
applied to the system. The second one is related to the perturbation applied to the system 
when impedance spectroscopy experiment is carried out. The application of this 
alternative current density induces the production of further protons. 
 
 
Considering these two sources to be independent of each other – and/or linear – that is to 
have no influence on each other, the Theorem of Superposition applies and both sources 
can be study independently. One of the consequences of this theorem is to write the 
global current density mi  as the sum of the dc part 
dc
mi  and the ac one 
ac
mi : 
 
ac
m
dc
mm iii +=  (2.2.46) 
 
Practically, if one wants to know the impedance generated by the first source, the dc one 
then, the second one is replaced by an open switch in the last bifilar line: 
 
 
 
Applying both Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws yields the impedance. Then the impedance 
generated by the second source will be obtained considering the following bifilar line: 
Source 1 
dxrm
dxmλ  
dxgct
 
 
xmi ,  dxxmi +,  
dxγ  
dxxu +  xu  
2i1i  
Source 1 
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2i
Source 2 
1i
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2.2.7.7. Limitations of the AC-model  
 
For recall, the model of Eikerling is given by (2.2.47) and (2.2.48): 
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On the next page, two impedance-graphs are presented. The first one (Figure 28) results 
from a set of experiments with the following conditions: 
 { }
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The conditions for the second one (Figure 29) are: 
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=
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According to these experiments, the complex impedance Z  is a function of both dci and 
aci . These two quantities are not taken into account in the model of Eikerling, at least 
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explicitly concerning dci . Nevertheless, Z  is an implicit function of dci  through 
membrane phase resistance mr  and charge transfer conductance ctg . 
 
Another weakness of the Eikerling’s model is that it does not take into account dispersion 
and absorption of the perturbing signal through the media. Indeed, experimentally (See 
next-next page) the system does not answer to the perturbation at high frequencies and 
behaves as if no perturbation was applied so that the solution of ( )Σ  should verify: 
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This can be seen from experiments by plotting the current density crossing the fuel cell 
with respect to time or ( )ωlog . The sweep on frequency goes from high frequencies to 
low ones. The objective of this study is to see if the consideration of these parameters 
improves and / or enables us to explain in a more consistent way the experimental results. 
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Figure 28: Z-Plot. Constant AC-Amplitude sets at 20% of the dc-one. Comparison for different dc-working 
points. Temperature 75C 
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Figure 29: Z-Plot. Comparison with different AC-Amplitudes sets at 20% of the 0.3A. Constant dc-working 
point. Temperature 75C 
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Figure 30: I vs omega (rad/s). Working point: ( )VA 78.0;5.0    - Perturbation on the current density with 
an amplitude of 10% that of the working point (ie A05.0  ) – Range of frequencies: 1,000 to 0.1 Hz. 
( )adcm li
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2.3. Integration of the anodic governing equations assuming small 
potential  
 
 
2.3.1. Application of the Superposition Theorem 
 
As a first approximation, acmI  and 
dc
mi  are assumed independent of each other so that the 
theorem of superposition can be applied and the two sources of current can be study 
independently. Using the complex notation, one can then look for a solution of the 
following shape: 
 ( ) ( )[ ]txitxi mm ,,Re,, ωω =  (2.3.1) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kxtjacmdcmacmdcmm exIxitxixitxi −+=+= ωωω ,,,,  (2.3.2) 
 
We also assume that k is not a function of x and is independent of ( )xI acm .  
 
From the above expression one obtains 
( )
( )
( )







−=∂
∂
=∂
∂



 −−+=∂
∂
−
−
−
kxtjac
m
m
kxtjac
m
m
kxtjac
m
ac
m
ac
m
dc
mm
eI
t
i
eIj
t
i
eIk
dx
Idjk
dx
Id
dx
id
x
i
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
 (2.3.3) 
 
Then replacing these derivatives into (2.45) yields 
 
( )
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kxtjacmmkxtjacmmmctkxtjacmdcmmct
kxtjac
m
ac
m
ac
m
dc
m
eIeIrgjeIirg
eIk
dx
Id
jk
dx
Id
dx
id
−−−
−
−+++=



 −−+
ωωω
ω
ωγλγλω 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
 (2.3.4) 
 
As acmI  and 
dc
mi  have been assumed independent, the above equation can be split into two 
independent differential equations: 
 
( )[ ]


=++−+−−
=−
02
0
22
2
2
2
2
ac
mmmctmmct
ac
m
ac
m
dc
mmct
dc
m
Irgjrgk
dx
Idjk
dx
Id
irg
dx
id
γλωωγλ
 (2.3.5) 
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This system should be solved considering the boundary conditions: 
 
( )
( )
( )
( )
 =
=

 =
=
ac
a
ac
m
ac
m
dc
a
dc
m
dc
m
IlI
I
ili
i 0000
 (2.3.6) 
 
 
2.3.2. DC-equation (first equation) 
 
2.3.2.1. Integration of the DC-equation 
 
Considering the following boundary conditions 
 
( )
( )
 =
=
dc
a
dc
m
dc
m
ili
i 00
 (2.3.7) 
 
The solution of the first equation is of the shape 
 
( ) ( ) ( )xrgBxrgAxi mactmactdcm sinhcosh +=  (2.3.8) 
 
Where A  and B  are constants of integration. 
 
Applying the first boundary condition yields ( ) 00 == Ai dcm  
 
Applying the second one yields  
 
( ) ( ) dcamactadcm ilrgBli == sinh  (2.3.9) 
 
That is 
( )amact
dc
lrg
iB
sinh
=  (2.3.10) 
 
Finally, 
( ) ( )( ) dcamact m
a
ctdc
m i
lrg
xrg
xi
sinh
sinh=  (2.3.11) 
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2.3.2.2. Expression for the resistance   
 
The resistance is defined by ( )
( )adcm
a
dc
a
a li
lR η=  (2.3.12) 
 
From the second equation of ( )Σ  and using the fact that the dc and ac components have 
been assumed independent, one can express dcaη  as a function of dcmi  
 
dc
mm
dc
a ir
dx
d =η  (2.3.13) 
 
Combining (2.61) and (2.59) yields: 
 ( )( ) dcamact m
a
ct
m
dc
a i
lrg
xrg
r
dx
d
sinh
sinh=η  (2.3.14) 
 
Taking the primitive with a zero-constant of integration 
 
( ) ( )( ) dcamact m
a
ct
m
a
ct
mdc
a i
lrg
xrg
rg
r
x
sinh
cosh=η  (2.3.15) 
 
Then forming the ratio between ( )xdcaη  and ( )xi dcm  
 
( )
( ) ( )xrggrxi x mactactmdcm
dc
a coth=η  (2.3.16) 
 
In particular for alx =  
( )amacta
ct
m
a lrgg
r
R coth=  (2.3.17) 
 
 
 
2.3.2.3. Characterization of the catalyst-layer’s utilization 
 
Please recall that the governing equation for the dc-part is given by 
 
02
2
=− dcmmct
dc
m irg
dx
id
 (2.3.18) 
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Setting 
( ) ( )( )
( )







=
=
=
==
a
maa
M
o
aPta
a
K
a
dc
dc
m
a
dc
m
dc
mdc
m
l
bi
ili
l
x
i
xi
li
xixI
σ
γ
θ
4
 (2.3.19) 
 
a
Ki  characterizes the reaction rate under open circuit conditions while 
a
Mi  characterizes 
the proton’s conductivity. 
The governing equation can be rewritten without any dimension as 
 
02
2
=− dcma
M
a
K
dc
m I
i
i
d
Id
θ  (2.3.20) 
 
Considering the dimensionless boundary conditions 
 
( )
( )
 =
=
11
00
dc
m
dc
m
I
I
 (2.3.21) 
 
 
The solution of the dimensionless equation is 
 
( )








=
a
M
a
K
a
M
a
K
dc
m
i
i
i
i
xI
sinh
sinh θ
 (2.3.22) 
 
By definition of the variable dcmI , (??) is the ratio of the flux of protons at θ  over the flux 
of protons at the end of the anode. So that a graphic representation of this ratio can give 
some useful insight on how the production of protons is distributed in the thickness of the 
electrode for different values of  a
M
a
K
i
i . Such a graph has been plotted on the next page; 
one can see that the smaller the ratio a
M
a
K
i
i  is, the more homogeneously distributed the 
reaction rate is, and thus, the utilization of the catalyst layer. 
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Figure 31: Characterization of the catalyst-layer’s utilization 
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2.3.3. AC-equation 
 
2.3.3.1. Integration of the AC-equation 
 
The equation to be solved is of the form 
 
0=+′+′′ cyybya  (2.3.23) 
 
Along with 
( )[ ]


++−+−=
−=
=
mmctmmct rgjrgkc
jkb
a
γλωωγλ 22
2
1
 (2.3.24) 
 
It admits the solution: ( ) xrxr eexy 21 21 λλ +=  (2.3.25) 
 
Where ( )21 ,λλ  are two constants of integration and ( )21 , rr  the roots of the characteristic 
equation: 
02 =++ cbrar  (2.3.26) 
 
The two roots of this equation are 
 
( )
( )


+++−−=
+++−=
jkrgjrgr
jkrgjrgr
mmctmmct
mmctmmct
γλωωγλ
γλωωγλ
2
2
2
1  (2.3.27) 
 
Or setting 
( )mmctmmct rgjrgr γλωωγλ ++−= 2  (2.3.28) 
 


+−=
+=
jkrr
jkrr
2
1  (2.3.29) 
 
Then (2.73) can be rewritten 
 ( ) rxjkxrxjkx eeeexy −+= 21 λλ  (2.3.30) 
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The constants of integration are obtained from the boundary conditions: 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )


=⇒=−=
=−=⇒=+=
−
a
jkl
ac
acrlrljkl
a rle
IIeeely
y
a
aaa
sinh2
00 2121
λλ
λλλλλ
  (2.3.31) 
 
So that  ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) aclxjka
jkx
rxrxjkx
Ie
rl
rx
rxe
eeexy
a−
−
=
=
−=
sinh
sinh
sinh2λ
λ
 (2.3.32) 
 
That is 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) aclxjka
ac
m Ierl
rxxI a−=
sinh
sinh  (2.3.33) 
 
 
 
2.3.3.2. Expression for the AC-impedance 
 
One can define the complex AC-impedance as 
 
( ) ( )( )ω
ωω
,
,
lI
lHZ ac
m
ac
aac =  (2.3.34) 
 
Recall that 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )


=
=
−
−
kxtjac
a
ac
a
kxtjac
m
ac
m
exHtx
exItxi
ω
ω
ωωη
ωω
,,,
,,,
 (2.3.35) 
 
 
From the second equation of ( )Σ  and using the fact that the dc and ac components have 
been assumed independent, one can express ac
a
η  as a function of acmi  
 
ac
mm
ac
a ir
dx
d =η  (2.3.36) 
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That is, assuming no inductance phenomena ( 0=mλ ) and making use of (2.3.?) 
 
ac
mm
ac
a Ir
dx
Hd =  (2.3.37) 
 
Or 
( )
( ) ( ) aclxjkam
ac
a Ie
rl
rxr
dx
Hd
a−=
sinh
sinh  (2.3.38) 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
22
sinh
xjkrxjkrrxrx
jkxjkx eeeeerxe
−−+− −=−=  (2.3.39) 
 
Taking a zero-constant of integration: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] jkx
jkxrxrx
xjkrxjkr
xjkrxjkr
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erxjkrxr
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eejkrejkr
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eerxe
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 (2.3.40) 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∫×=
−
rxe
rl
eIr
xH jkx
a
jklac
mac
a
a
sinh
sinh
,ω  (2.3.41) 
 
That is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )alxjka
ac
mac
a erxjkrxrkrrl
Ir
xH −−+×= sinhcosh2
1
sinh
, 22ω  (2.3.42) 
 
 
Forming the ratio between ( )ω,xH aca  and ( )ω,xI acm  yields 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]jkrxrkr rxI xH macm
ac
a −+= coth,
,
22ω
ω  (2.3.43) 
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From (2.82) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]jkrlrkr rZ amac −+= coth22ω  (2.3.44) 
 
With 
ωγ mmact rjrgr +=  (2.3.45) 
 
 
For 0=ω , the complex impedance matches the real impedance aR  (2.65): 
 
( ) ( )amct
ct
m
a
ac lrg
g
r
RZ coth0 ===ω  (2.3.46) 
 
 
2.3.3.3. Real and imaginary AC-impedance parts when 0=k  
 
In the case of no dispersion and no absorption, that is for 0=k , the last expression 
reduces to: 
( ) ( )aa
a
mac
a lrr
r
Z coth=ω  (2.3.47) 
 
That is 
( ) ( )( )γωγωω jgrlothcjg rZ actmaact maca ++=  (2.3.48) 
 
 
This complex impedance can be split into a real and an imaginary (See appendix 1) part 
such as: 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]ωωω acaacaaca ZjZZ ImRe ×+=  (2.3.49) 
 
 
With 
( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
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a
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2
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 (2.3.50) 
 
 
And 
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( )
( )2sin
2cos
2
1
αβα
αβα
=
=
 
 



= a
ctg
Arctg γωα  
 
( ) ( )22 ωγβ += actm gr  
 
 
 
2.3.3.4. Real and imaginary AC-impedance parts when 0≠k  
 
If absorption and dispersion are taken into account, then the complex-impedance of the 
anode is given by (2.91): 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]jkrlrkr rZ amac −+= coth22ω  (2.3.51) 
 
This complex impedance can be split into a real and an imaginary part such as: 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]ωωω acaacaaca ZjZZ ImRe ×+=  (2.3.52) 
 
With 
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ω
 (2.3.53) 
 
And 
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 (2.3.54) 
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( )
( )2sin
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2
1
αβα
αβα
=
=
 
 



= a
ctg
Arctg γωα  
 
( ) ( )22 ωγβ += actm gr  
 
 
 
2.3.3.5. Empirical determination of ( )ωk ′′  
 
Please recall that k is a priori complex 
 
kjkk ′′+′=  (2.3.55) 
 
And the ac-current density through the membrane phase is given by: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )kxtjacmacm exItxi −= ωωω ,,,  (2.3.56) 
 
That is 
 ( ) ( )[ ] ( )alkacaacmaacm lkteItlitli a ′−== ′′ ωωω cos,,Re,,  (2.3.57) 
 
Then the response’s envelope to the perturbation is 
  
( ) ( )[ ]aacaacm lkItli ωω ′′= exp,,  (2.3.58) 
 
 
Considering Figure 32 which represents the envelope that modules the ac-response, one 
can obtain an empirical expression for ( )ωk ′′  by regression. For instance, a sigmoidal 
model with 3 parameters can be chosen: 
 
( )[ ] caac
b
aylkI


 

 −−+
+=′′
0
0
exp1
exp ωωω  (2.3.59) 
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So that: 
( )








 

 −−+
+=′′ c
ac
ac
a
b
I
a
I
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l
k
0
0
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ln1 ωωω  (2.3.60) 
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Figure 32: max(I) versus omega – envelope versus omega. Working point = (1A; 0.75V). Perturbation 
amplitude at 20% of 1A. Temperature = 75 C. Frequency range: 10 kHz to 10 mHz 
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2.4. Governing equation for the cathode 
 
 
2.4.1. Proton balance 
 
Considering an elementary layer of the cathode of thickness dx and a capacitance per unit 
of volume C (F/m3), a proton balance on the membrane phase yields: 
 
SdxrFFSNSdx
t
CFSN HPtdxxH
c
dldlxH +++ +=∂
∂+ + γηγ ,,   (2.4.1) 
 
Where  
xHFSN ,+   is the current density at  x 
dxxHFSN ++ ,    is the current density of protons at  x + dx 
SdxrF HPt +γ    is the current density coming from the catalytic reaction 
Sdx
t
C cdldl ∂
∂ηγ  is the current density coming from the capacitance of the 
double layer 
 
 
Equation (2.4.1) can be rewritten: 
 



∂
∂+−=∂
∂
+
+
tF
Cr
x
N cdldl
HPt
H ηγγ  (2.4.2) 
 
Where +Hr  is a rate of consumption. 
 
 
 
Comment 2.4.1 
 
As in the case of the anode, the carbon phase can be considered as equipotential: 
 
xx
c
mc
∂
∂−=∂
∂ ϕη
 (2.4.3) 
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2.4.2. Expression of the oxygen-reduction- reaction’s rate 
 
The rate of the oxygen reduction reaction can be represented by the Butler-Volmer 
equation[5]: 
( ))sinh(2 ccc
o
c
c bpF
ir η−=  (2.4.4) 
 
Protons are reduced by oxygen (rate cr ) into water at the cathode according to: 
 
OHeHO 22 244 →++ −+  
 
So that the rate of consumption of protons is given by: 
 
4
+
+
+ == H
H
H
c
rr
r ν  (2.4.5) 
 
 
2.4.3. Transport of protons in the membrane phase 
 
The generalized Ohm’s law can be used to describe transport of protons in the membrane 
phase 




∂
∂−



∂
∂−= ++
t
FN
x
FN H
m
c
m
m
H λϕσ  (2.4.6) 
 
Using (2.4.3) yields: 




∂
∂−


∂
∂= ++
t
FN
x
FN H
m
c
m
H λησ  (2.4.7) 
 
 
 
Another equation is needed to describe the behavior of the normalized pressure of oxygen 
cp  through the electrode. This behavior is described by the Stefan-Maxwell equation. 
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2.4.4. Pressure of reactant through the cathode 
 
Using a simplified expression of the Stefan-Maxwell equation ( 0
2
=OHN  and 
cOHO DD =22 / ), one gets: 
( )
22
2
OO
c
T
Oc
c
T NpP
x
p
RT
DP −−=



∂
∂
 (2.4.8) 
 
That is, dividing both sides by the pressure of oxygen at the entrance of the cathode 0
2O
p  
to obtain the normalized pressure of oxygen cp : 
 
2
2
0 Oc
O
c
Tcc
c
T Np
p
P
x
p
RT
DP



 −−=


∂
∂
 (2.4.9) 
 
One can show by writing a mass balance that  
 
( )[ ]maHHO llxNNN +=−= ++ 0412  (2.4.10) 
 
Using the generalized Ohm’s Law yields 
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 (2.4.11) 
 
Finally, 
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2.4.5. Governing equations through the cathode 
 
A set of governing equation for the cathode has then been established: 
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With 
+= Hcm FNi  (2.4.13) 
 
This system can be solved considering the following steady-state boundary conditions: 
 
( )
( ) 1
0
=++=
=

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η
 
 
 
The first one says that there is no flux of protons at the end of the cathode. The second 
one says that the total flux of protons at the entrance of the cathode is proportional to the 
current density in the external circuit. The third one results from the definition of the 
normalized pressure of oxygen in the cathode. 
 
 
 
2.4.6. Approximation of small over-potential  
 
In order to obtain an analytical solution for ( )totalΣ , small over potentials are assumed 
with no depletion of reactant. In this case, the third equation vanishes ( )1=cp  and the 
hyperbolic term can be linearized so that the governing equations become: 
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Setting 

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The system can be rewritten as follow 
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To be fully integrated, two boundary conditions and two initial conditions are needed 
 
Two boundary conditions 
( )
( ) ( )
 =
=
titli
ti
a
c
m
c
m
,
0,0
 
 
Two initial conditions 
( ) ( )
( )


=∂
∂
≈=
?0,
?0,
x
t
i
xiorxi
c
m
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m
c
m
 
 
Nevertheless, as we saw previously, we are not concerned with transient response but 
only with steady state response so that the two initial conditions are not needed to solve 
the stationary problem. 
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2.4.7. DC-Resistance and AC-Impedance 
 
As one can see, the governing equation is exactly the same as the one for the anode which 
makes sense since the phenomena involved are the same. Only the charge transfer 
conductance cctg  is different from that of the anode, in the case of no depletion of 
reactant. 
 
Then the resulting DC-Resistance and AC-Impedance can be deduced from that of the 
anode. Respectively: 
 ( )cmcctc
ct
m
c lrgg
r
R coth=  (2.4.14) 
 
And 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]cccccc macc jklrrkr
rZ −+= coth22ω  (2.4.15) 
 
With 
ωγ mmactc rjrgr +=  (2.4.16) 
 
 
 
 
2.4.8. Real and imaginary AC-impedance parts when 0=k  
 
In the case of no dispersion and no absorption, that is for 0=k , the last expression 
reduces to: 
( ) ( )cc
c
mac
c lrr
r
Z coth=ω  (2.4.17) 
 
That is 
( ) ( )( )γωγωω jgrlothcjg rZ cctmccct macc ++=  (2.4.18) 
 
 
This complex impedance can be split into a real and an imaginary part such as: 
 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]ωωω accaccacc ZjZZ ImRe ×+=  (2.4.19) 
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With 
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 (2.4.20) 
 
 
And ( )
( )2sin
2cos
2
1
αβα
αβα
=
=
 
 



= c
ctg
Arctg γωα  
 
( ) ( )22 ωγβ += cctm gr  
 
 
 
2.4.9. Real and imaginary parts when 0≠k  
 
If absorption and dispersion are taken into account, then the complex-impedance of the 
anode is given by (??): 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]jklrrkr rZ cccc macc −+= coth22ω  (2.4.21) 
 
This complex impedance can be split into a real and an imaginary part such as: 
 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]ωωω accaccacc ZjZZ ImRe ×+=  (2.4.22) 
 
With 
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
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BBAAZ
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c
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c
ω
ω
 (2.4.23) 
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And 
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 (2.4.24) 
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= c
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Arctg γωα  
 
( ) ( )22 ωγβ += cctm gr   
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2.5. Governing equations for the membrane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assuming no inductance effect in the membrane, the motion of protons is governed by 
Ohm’s law: 
 
( ) ( )



 =−+=−=


∂
∂−=+
m
a
a
mma
c
mmmm
H l
lxllx
FxF
N
ϕϕσϕσ
 (2.5.1) 
 
 
From this equation, 
 
m
m
m
l
R σ=  (2.5.2) 
ma llx += cma lllx ++=
Membrane phase, φm
0=x alx =
Membrane phase, φm 
Electronic phase, φn 
ra(ηa, NH2) 
Membrane phase, φm
Electronic phase, φn 
rc(ηc, NO2)
Anode Cathode Membrane
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2.6. Complex AC-impedance when λm = 0 
 
 
2.6.1. General model with no inductance phenomena 
 
The total complex AC-impedance, ( )ωZ , is the sum of those of the anode, the membrane 
and the cathode: 
( ) ( ) ( )ωωω accmacaac ZRZZ ++=  (2.6.1) 
 
With 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
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 (2.6.2) 
 
And,  



+=
+=
ωγ
ωγ
mm
c
ctc
mm
a
cta
rjrgr
rjrgr
 (2.6.3) 
 
In order to fit experimental data (example given next page), a general model has also to 
account for a real inductance at high frequency ω∞∞ + jLR  (certainly due to wires of the 
external circuit). A general model can then be written: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ωωωωωω accmacaac ZjLRRZZjLRZ ++++=++= ∞∞∞∞  (2.6.4) 
 
 
 
2.6.2. Simplest model 
 
As a first approximation, one can consider no absorption and no dispersion: 0== ca kk . 
Besides, most of the impedance drop is due to the membrane and the cathode so that (??) 
reduces to: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )ωωω accm ZjLRRZ +++≈ ∞∞  (2.6.5) 
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That is 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )γωγωωω jgrljg rjLRlrZ cctmccct mmm +++++≈ ∞∞ coth  (2.6.6) 
 
 
In this last expression, thicknesses of both membrane ml  and cathode cl  are known so 
that five parameters are unknown: ( )∞∞ LRgr cctm ,,,, γ . These parameters can be 
regressed for example on the amplitude of the experimental impedance. 
 
 
Nevertheless, the order of unknown parameters can be reduced; indeed, from Figure 33 
below, it can be set: 
 
Ω≈+ ∞ 014.0Rlr mm  (2.6.7) 
 
Since ( ) 0→ ∞ωωaccZ  
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Figure 33: Z-Plot graph. Working point = (0.3A; 0.816V). Perturbation amplitude sets at 20% of 0.3A. 
Temperature = 75 C. 
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Conclusion 
 
 
A simple 4-parameter model (2.6.6) has been proposed under the assumption of small 
potential and neglecting absorption/dispersion phenomena. This model enables one to 
obtain a first estimation of ( )∞∞ LRgr cctm ,,,, γ  through proper fitting and use of the 
available experimental data. Then the last values can be used to initialize the fitting of 
(2.6.4) in order to get an estimation of cctg  along with a new estimation of ( )∞∞ LRgr cctm ,,,, γ . 
 
 
This work also pointed out the importance of ( )ωk′  and ( )ωk ′′ : any study involving low 
frequencies (eg. relaxation of intermediate species on surface catalysis) should take into 
account absorption and dispersion phenomena. This work did not provide any explicit 
analytical expression for ( )ωk′  and ( )ωk ′′ ; nevertheless, empirical models can be 
obtained through regression techniques based on empirical data. 
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Appendix 1 
 
 
 
In the case of no dispersion and no absorption, that is for 0=k , the anodic complex 
impedance reduces to: 
 
( ) ( )aa
a
mac
a lrr
r
Z coth=ω   
With  
ωγ mmacta rjrgr +=   
 
 
That is 
( ) ( )( )γωγωω jgrljg rZ actmaact maca ++= coth   
 
 
 
This complex impedance can be split into a real and an imaginary part such as: 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]ωωω acaacaaca ZjZZ ImRe ×+=   
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Decomposition of ( )aalrcosh  
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coscosh
αα
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 ( )aalrcosh  can be written : ( ) 11cosh jBAlr aa +=  
 
 
 
Decomposition of  ( )aalrsinh   
 
Proceeding as previously, one can show that  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )aaaaaa lljlllr 2121 sincoshcossinhsinh αααα ×+=  
 
Setting: ( ) ( )
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=
 
 ( )aalrsinh  can be written : ( ) 22sinh jBAlr aa +=  
 
  
 
Decomposition of  ( )aalrcoth   
 
By definition, 
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aa lr
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So that  
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By definition of A1, A2, B1 and B2, 
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That is, ( )
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Expression of the real and imaginary parts 
 
Then, using: 
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One can easily show that 
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